
 

 

PRE SHOW WORKSHOP 
This workshop is designed to exist pre show. It gives the audience the opportunity to connect with characters and to 

connect to material before they’ve experienced it, in this workshop we explore the movement around in townspeople 

song that exists towards the end of the show. 

INTRODUCTION AND ENGERGISER – 10 MINUTES 

(Cast three characters to identify as Tajorn Minnie and Mildred): 

Tajorn, Minnie and Mildred introduce themselves to the kids, keep the momentum of this workshop pacey, split into three 

teams. You have 2 minutes to see who can build the tallest rubbish tower!! 

ENERGISER 

Staying in your teams we quickly count all together, how many pieces of rubbish are on your team’s pile.   

 

Now we are all surrounded by rubbish we have to shake and clean it off! Pretending your hand is a cleaning cloth we count 

down from 8, wiping left arm, right arm, left leg and right leg. WE ARE STILL DIRTY so we spray ourselves with counting down 

from 6 spraying left arm, right arm, left leg and right leg. WE ARE STILL DIRTY so we brush ourselves off, counting down from 4, 

brushing left arm, right arm, left arm, right leg. WE ARE STILL DIRTY so we polish ourselves counting down from 2, polishing left 

arm, right arm, left arm, right leg. WE ARE FINALLY CLEAN, so we check and smell our arms and legs counting down from 1, 

smelling left arm, right arm, left leg, right leg! After the last count of 1 we all shout together NO MORE RUBBISH!!! 

MAIN ACTIVITY – 10 -15 MINUTES 

Staying in your teams still, Minnie, Mildred and Tajorn,  announce that they have a secret (all huddle into your teams checking 

the others can’t hear you, spend some time mucking about, potentially finding a good hiding space even hiding under the 

rubbish so you can tell them your secret.) They are about to launch into the future...  and they are about to learn about a 

magic raincloud called FELIX!  

Tajorn, Mildred & Minnie don't want to tell the audience too much about FELIX but would like to share their song (the towns 

people song) AS A TOP SECRET. Not only to surprise their families, but to surprise Felix at the end of the show. 

Learn the core moves for Towns People song (with the behaviour traits of your team) some ideas could include: 

- Spin (Mildred might spin with a fake catapult) 

- Mexican Wave (Tajorn might pass his tape measure from one hand to the other) 

- Swim (Hold your nose and dive, swim fast and make a mess) 

- Drum (Use a part of the body or the floor) 

Incorporate these four moves in conjunction with certain lines, it Is designed to involve a lot of freestyle so that it is more 

inclusive of audience mobility. Mildred, Minnie & Tajorn can likely impact the freestyle of this movement with their behaviour 

Practise dance as a whole group 

SHOWTIME 

HUDDLE BACK TOGETHER AS ONE GIANT TEAM. You are now on a top secret mission as we enter  the 

theatre space.  

Rule 1) Look out for Felix!!  

Rule 2) Keep it top secret that you know Felix's song.  

Rule 3) Be a good friend 


